FREDDIE THE FIRE TRUCK
Basic Operations
‐Before operating make sure you have the black case with remote and batteries labeled FREDDIE.
1. Take Freddie off of charge, if plugged up. Put charger in remote case labeled Freddie if needed.
2. Place battery pack into remote and turn remote on. Remote battery indicator should show if the
battery has power.
3. Take off cover located on the back of Freddie.
4. You will find an off and on switch to the right of the tape player, turn Freddie on (make sure to always
turn remote on first.)
5. Test all functions with remote before using in public area.
Operating Voice
‐Basic operation procedure must be done before operating voice.
1. In the same case that the remote for Freddie is in, you will find a headset, receiver, and transmitter.
2. Check the transmitter and receiver to see if they have good 9 volt batteries in them.
3. Plug the headset into the transmitter and receiver and clip these to your belt. Turn power on to both.
One powers on with a volume control and the other powers on with a switch.
4. You should now be able to talk through Freddie and hear people talk back to Freddie from a distance.
‐The Receiver (which has a volume control) has a short in the volume switch and you may have to turn it
to max volume to be able to hear.
After Done Operating
1. Always Turn Freddie off first. Take off cover of Freddie; switch is located to the right of the tape
player.
2. Turn off the remote
3. Turn off the receiver and transmitter and unplug the cords from the headphones.
4. Go through the Storage and Charging procedure on back of sheet.

FREDDIE THE FIRE TRUCK

Storage and Charging
1. Store Freddie on cart designed for Freddie.
2. On the battery in the back compartment of Freddie you will find a black plug. Plug this into the trickle
charger labeled Freddie. (Only use this charger) (You do not have to take the battery out to charge!)
3. Inside the remote case labeled Freddie you will find a battery charger for the remote batteries.
4. Remove battery from remote and place battery on charge. Charge remote batteries for at least 3
hours and no longer than 6 hours.
5. After Charging is complete, store remote, batteries, transmitter, receiver, and headset all in the
remote case labeled Freddie.
6. Cover Freddie with black cover. Freddie has a battery maintainer and can stay on charge while
covered up.

Note:
All items that are to be used on or with Freddie are labeled Freddie!!! Do not attempt to interchange
parts, or chargers with Pluggie!!! Pluggie’s remote batteries are wired different and will destroy the
remote!

Any problems or concerns about Freddie or Pluggie contact:
Stephen Hays or Josh Hawkins

